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Introduction

In the conventional approach of interpreting
stacked seismic, the goal of a prospect mapping is to define
the geologic framework and stratigraphy. Correlating well
data with poststack seismic attribute volumes provides some
hints to possible hydrocarbon presence and reservoir quality
away from wells. However these characterized volumes have
already blended the seismic response of different offsets,
and can be further distorted by the stacking process. To
understand the composition of the framework that is
lithology and pore fluid away from well control requires
prestack interpretation.

For decades, interpreters have used poststack
seismic volumes as their primary data type due. In contrast,
prestack seismic data has been very difficult to access from
a standard seismic interpretation environment, partly due to
hardware limitations. Its use has been limited to specialists
such as AVO experts and seismic processors. Nowadays,
with access to affordable hardware providing sufficient disk
space and memory to handle huge prestack datasets, the
potential to work with prestack data exists. Most importantly,
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Summary

Interpreters need to be aware of information in prestack seismic data which can help them to relate changes
in seismic amplitudes to fluid content or reservoir quality. Rapid access to prestack seismic data enables the
interpreter to understand whether seismic amplitude changes are related to fluid effects or to seismic processing
artifacts such as multiples or poor stacking.

new geophysical tools permit everyday interpreters to view
and analyze this prestack seismic data in an integrated
interpretation environment.

This paper describes a case study whereby
analyzing prestack data in the interpreter’s environment helps
to see clearly differences in the prestack response to
hydrocarbon or water at the reservoir.

Method

CDP gather analysis

This is a very quick workflow to check for an AVO
response of the gathers at an anomaly identified during
poststack seismic interpretation. An anomaly can be any set
of continuous amplitudes that stick out from the background
amplitudes. The anomaly may be geological, or it may result
from processing artifacts. The simple goal is to determine

Fig 1a: The stack response is not the same as the gather response.
Notice how amplitude increases with offset in the CDP
gather. Stack data is only a clue.

Fig 1b: A quick gather analysis within the interpreter’s workflow
is facilitated by providing immediate display of prestack
seismic data by selecting from any view within the poststack
seismic interpretation tool.
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whether amplitude anomalies observed poststack might be
explained or validated by looking at the prestack gathers.

Trace header plots

Looking at gathers from pay to wet to prospects is
a great start to understanding how the seismic sees the
subsurface. Unfortunately, sometimes your eyes are not as
accurate a reservoir discriminator as you would like. The
trace header plot is one tool that can improve the accuracy
of visual quality checks of your gathers, using graphical
analysis to quantify the AVO response of each gather.

If your gathers were perfectly flat and there was no
structure over your range of analysis, then displaying the
AVO response at a defined constant time would be a very
diagnostic plot.

Unfortunately, not many prospects lie where the
gathers are perfectly flat and there is no structure. In the
presence of residual moveout (see Figure 2), the diagnosis
from the trace header plot loses its accuracy. Common
solutions for residual moveout are to improve the velocities
or to run a residual statics algorithm on the data. However, if
you just want to analyze amplitudes along a common
reflector, you can interpret prestack horizons that represent
guide functions for your prestack amplitude analysis. This
approach is very familiar to interpreters who work in the
poststack seismic domain.

versus Gradient (CDP), Seismic versus Seismic, Log versus
Seismic, Horizon attribute versus Horizon attribute.

Fig 2: Trace Header Plot of AVO response at a constant time of
2250 milliseconds, located midway between the two red
lines. The result is noisy where there remains a residual
moveout.

Crossplots

A number of crossplots may help to identify and
pursue lithology or fluid variations from the prestack data:
Log versus Log, Amplitude versus Offset (CDP), Intercept

Fig 3: Trace header plot of the AVO response at a horizon picked
prestack, shown in light green. The dark green line is the
projection of the horizon interpretation on the stacked data.

Fig 4: Crossplot of Intercept versus Gradient (top). The data
points highlighted within the polygon are displayed on
seismic section (bottom) or alternately could be shown in a
map view.
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A very common crossplot shows Intercept versus
Gradient, calculated directly from CDP gathers or offset-
modeled synthetics. If you have a feel for where the intercept
and gradient values show up on gathers, it is possible to
work more efficiently using pre-computed intercept and
gradient stack volumes to provide data to the crossplots.

Crossplots display relationships between the
seismic and well data. These relationships help to
parameterize processing algorithms which generate lithology
and fluid stack volumes.

AVO analysis has piggybacked on the fact that
fluid and lithology are often better imaged at far offsets. A
key tool in this analysis is the crossplot. Drawing polygons
in the crossplot around different seismic attributes (such as
intercept and gradient), and view the points within the
polygons in the correct spatial and temporal location on the
base map and seismic section. This analysis determines
which seismic CDPs (near the well) are fitting the synthetics
and which are not.

Example

The application of prestack data within the
interpreter’s workflow is demonstrated using a dataset from
the North Sea (Avseth et al, 2001).

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the progressive workflow
through the dataset from the perspective of the interpreter.
Beginning with poststack seismic data, and looking at map
and section views (Figure 5) the interpreter can immediately
review the associated prestack data, where some interesting
anomalies are revealed.

The area of interest is then interpreted prestack
(Figure 6) to produce a more refined analysis of amplitude
with offset. This produces a clear delineation between wet
and oil prone zones within the reservoir.

This analysis of locations and lines is then extended
to cover broad areas and even volumes using AVO crossplots
to characterize the field area (Figure 7).

Working within the interpreter’s environment, we
can easily incorporate offset modeling to confirm the origin
of the AVO effects. Modeling incorporates well logs (sonic,
density) available within the interpreter’s database to allow
for very rapid validation. To perform this analysis through
to modeling would have previously required up to ten
different applications, each with a very different user

Fig 5: A stacked amplitude map at Top Reservoir is shown (top)
with two key wells marked. An east-west seismic section
passing through the Hoot well (middle) shows low amplitude
where this well encountered oil. Most of the wells were not
drilled in the area of bright amplitude. In the CDP gathers
panel (bottom), Top Reservoir horizon is displayed as Green
line, and there is interesting AVO response at the Hoot
well, but then at the location of the Rover well (wet) we
don’t see any AVO response, only the high amplitude above
the Top Reservoir horizon.
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Fig 6: (At right) Prestack horizon and trace header plot of amplitude over background. Notice how the pay line shows increasing amplitude
over background with offset, while the wet line shows relatively constant amplitude over background with offset. It helps
determine which anomalies are due to pay and which anomalies are not due to pay. In many cases, amplitude dimming is caused by
a reduction in the angle, not by a change in fluids. The amplitude over background trace header plot can help you determine the
cause of changes in amplitude. This trace header plot is also very powerful when looking for processing problems.
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interface. Data would have to be transferred between these
applications, and a holistic display of the results might only
be attempted in PowerPoint. Through the use of a common
tool and a common database, the results can be captured
and used throughout conventional interpretation workflows.

Conclusions

Providing the interpreter with access to tools for
working with prestack data allows for a much more rigorous
study of the fluid and lithology of a prospect or reservoir. By
bridging the gap between specialist prestack workflows and
the interpreter’s database, it is possible to distinguish seismic
responses in the pay and wet zones of a reservoir with a
minimum of time and effort.

Fig 7: On the left, AVO effects are seen on prestack seismic data at three different locations within the survey. The location of each group
of gathers is shown in the three inset map views provided within the interpretation environment. These displays provide access
to all of the interpreter’s other data, including well logs, poststack seismic datasets and interpreted horizons. In the wet case (left)
we see a moderate amplitude, but no AVO response; in the oil case (centre) we see moderate amplitude and good AVO response; and
in the gas case (right) we see high amplitude and a strong AVO response.

The crossplot on the right shows Intercept versus Gradient for amplitudes measured within a thirty millisecond analysis window
centred on the Top Reservoir horizon. Blue data points are from the wet case location; green data points are from the oil case
location; and red data points are from the gas case location. The blue data points (wet case) are clustered around the background
trend, but there is a clear separation of blue (wet) and red (gas) data from the background trend.
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